
Meta-Health-Sync Scan 

Breakthrough Diagnosis Tool Uncovers What’s REALLY Causing Your Health Problems 

The Meta-Health-Sync scan is an exceptionally accurate and powerful diagnostic technique which 

utilizes an integration of Autonomic Response Testing with Modern Medicine,  German New 

Medicine, Functional Nutritional information, and Traditional Chinese Medical Acupuncture theory. 

 Autonomic Response Testing is a technique based on the bio-electrical reflexes of the body 

that  correspond brain  signalling, organs, and metabolic processes. When a substance is 

placed over an area of the body which contains this identical substance, a stress signal is 

elicited which makes a strong indicator muscle go weak, or visa versa. 

When an organ is imbalanced, there is either increased or decreased electrical activity around 

that reflex. The practitioner can pick up that signal through a simple muscle testing procedure. 

For example, there are reflexes to indicate if and why a person is retaining fluid. Fluid is 

responsible in many cases of obesity. There are reflexes for yeast infection, staphylococcus, 

streptococcus, tired blood (anemia), reproductive problems, parasites airborne allergies, virus, 

gall bladder, spleen etc. In many cases, a reflex will point to a problem that is sub-clinical or 

simply went undetected by traditional medical forms of testing. Often, the symptoms of a health 

problem are treated while the actual source of the problem continues to go undetected. For 

example, headaches are treated with aspirin, coughs are treated with cough medicine. If these 

symptoms persist, expensive tests are run and stronger medications are prescribed. With ART, a 

practitioner can determine is a health problem is structural, physical, nutritional, mental or 

emotional. ART is not a method of diagnosis. It is a means by which a health practitioner uses 

the body's reflexes to accurately determine the root cause of a health problem. 

 

 Modern Medicine 

As a modern medicine trained Chartered Physiotherapist I can draw on my medical knowledge to 

identify certain pathologies and patterns.   I can also test for specific issues when appropriate for 

example blood pressure, blood sugar levels, Cholesterol levels, and Lactic acid levels…all of which are 

indicators of certain disease processes.   I can also test for the presence of pro inflammatory 

markers, and hormone imbalance. 

 

 German New Medicine is a ground breaking scientifically validated diagnostic method based 

on the understanding that all dis-ease begins in the energetic psyche of a person following a 

significant emotional event which remains unresolved.  

German New Medicine provides unique insights about what triggers a specific dis-ease process, and 

in which organ or tissue, the two phases of dis-ease, and the specific metaphorical representation of 

emotional trauma held in themes within specific tissues.  With this information we can determine 

the psychological/emotional/spiritual trigger of any disease process The 2-phasic Nature of Illness 



When any illness starts, the person is in phase I: a state of initial sympathetic arousal – the immune 

system fights and attends to the incoming illness-producing energy (microbes, toxic metals, etc). If 

this lasts a few days and is successful, the system goes back to a compensatory Yin state which may 

last for a few days. 

In chronic illness, the system is unable to succeed and becomes stuck in a loop between phase I and 

phase 11 - a sympathetic mode and regulation becomes blocked. In this state hands and feet are 

cold, there is tension, pain, constipation, dry skin and many other signs of increased sympathetic 

tone. 

Only after therapeutic intervention and resolution of the illness can the system go back into phase II: 

the parasympathetic healing state, which may last as long as the months or years of illness. 

In this state the person often goes through a chronic loop of good and bad days where symptoms 

appear to go away, then return over and over.   Once treated successfully however, the patient will 

enter phase 11, and stay there until full resolution has been achieved. In this phase hands are warm, 

the bowels move, there is deep psychological exploration and healing with the gaining of insights 

and inner peace. 

 

 Functional Nutritional Therapy…interconnectedness of disease formation… 

Functional Nutritional Therapy is patient-centred holistic health care that addresses the unique 

interactions between your genetic, nutritional, environmental and lifestyle factors influencing both 

health and chronic disease.  In Functional Medicine research, it has been shown that chronic and 

serious disease develops out of a series of attempts by your body to compensate and compromise.   

It does this as part of the homeostasis process, in an attempt to keep us functional.   Together we 

will discover an interconnected web of underlying dysfunction to help you treat the causes of your 

illness rather than the effects. 

 Our particular approach zeroes in on three systems of your body: 

1. Brain/endocrine system, which govern your body’s processes through hormones, 

neurotransmitters, and other biochemical messengers (control centre) 

2. Digestive system and nutrition (intake) 

3. Detoxification system (elimination) 

Functional Nutritional Therapy is a relatively new approach to health that looks at the underlying 

causes of disease and attempts to correct them to resolve the problem, or eradicate it before 

disease sets in. It focuses on determining the root causes by looking at your entire body and 

environment. 

 

 Traditional Chinese Acupuncture Theory 

 Yin and Yang 



In traditional Chinese acupuncture diagnosis we put emphasis firstly on the patient’s history, diet, 

lifestyle, attitude, complexion, tongue, and pulse.   We listen and observe closely to gain as much 

subtle information as possible. 

We differentiate between Yin states and Yang states, and much of our decision making is based on 

an understanding of both. 

A Yin state is an internal state, in which healing, regeneration and detoxification occurs. It is 

accompanied by increased parasympathetic tone and the client may show related body signs: 

slowed heart rate, increased flow of saliva, increased bowel motility, feeling of relaxation or neutral 

emptiness. 

The 12 acupuncture meridians are paired: one is Yin, one is Yang. The ones channelling the Yin 

energy are the ones we cannot live without (heart, liver, lung, etc.), the Yang ones are the ones we 

can live without (Gallbladder, Colon, bladder, etc.). 

Yang states are states of increased strength, increased sympathetic activity, outgoing energy, in 

which the person is alert, awake, and able to move and respond and interact with the environment 

in well adapted and intelligent ways. The person is strong, but not blocked. Sympathetic tone is 

increased while parasympathetic activity is not suppressed. 

ART utilizing Clinical Kinesiology is one of the fastest growing natural therapies in the world. 

Practiced in over 100 countries, many believe it is the most effective stand-alone technology of the 

future in alternative medicine. Kinesiology is used to detect and release blockages in the energy 

pathways of the body. These blockages can be caused by physical, emotional, biochemical or 

electromagnetic stressors. Through rebalancing its energies, the body's innate healing ability is 

restored, thereby improving health, enhancing performance, reducing stress and enabling us to 

achieve optimal wellness. 

Meta-Health-Sync scan-- Five Basic Steps 

Step 1: 

In the Meta-Health-Sync scan we check for and identify energetic imbalances within the organ and 

glandular systems as well as the cranium, spine and limb anatomy.   YThis is done hands on, by 

scanning and muscle testing. 

Step 2: 

Once the imbalanced areas have been identified the practitioner assesses the response to the 

specific stressor by the muscle test.   In the Meta-Health-Sync scan we check for stressors in various 

areas of the body and determine if the imbalance we discover is; 

1.  Chemical (nutritional or toxin in origin) 

2.  Structural (anatomical mal-alignment)  

 3. Electromagnetic (thought patterns, and/or rogue electromagnetic frequencies) 

 



Step 3: 

Then the practitioner interprets the stress- response. 

Step 4: 

The practitioner can now determine the correct therapy or interventions specific to these findings 

and tailored to the client’s individual needs.  

Step 5; 

There follows an in-depth consultation to report the findings to you and empower you with 

knowledge and understanding of the process which has developed into their disease, and how to 

start pealing back the layers to return to natural good health.   During this discussion we will discuss 

all the findings individually, and I will then bring all the pieces of your jig saw together for you so you 

leave with an understanding of your process. 

The treatment will be determined by the findings and will be individual to each client. 

This simple phenomenon allows us to do four incredible things: 

1. We can find things in the body that are not visible with the naked eye. We can “scan” the body 

with a particular toxin in a vial and determine its presence. By using different concentrations of a 

toxin we can even assess, how concentrated this particular toxin is in the body. We also use 

homeopathic microbial cultures to detect the presence of particular microbes inside the body 

2. We can detect if a medication or nutrient reaches the target organ. It has been found that many 

times a particular nutrient or medication does not appear in the target area (i.e. an infected tooth or 

a diseased heart) in concentrations high enough to achieve the therapeutic benefit. With direct 

resonance we can scan the body over this area with the identical substance and find out if it is 

present there or not. Often we find that it is not. Something is blocking or preventing the “drug 

uptake”. In this case, we search for the reason. 

3. We can determine the theme of the emotional trigger of your specific die-ease process even if it is 

held in your unconscious mind. 

4.  We can determine the exact root cause of your dis-ease process, and prescribe the specific 

solutions you need and which you will get best results from. 

Meta-Health-Sync scan is used primarily to reveal the root cause of your disease process, and 

eliminate it. 

With this amazing diagnostic method we can: 

 Determination of pro-inflammatory markers 

 From the field, revealing the organs and glands which are energetically out of balance, (yin 

or yang) 

 Determination of viability of phase 1 and 11 liver detoxification pathways 

 Intracellular and extracellular toxins (metals, chemicals, hydrocarbons, bleaching agents, 

carcinogens etc.) 



 Electromagnetic radiation 

 Intra- and extracellular bacteria, moulds and yeasts, parasites 

 Viruses and post viruses. 

 Neurotransmitter level 

 Amino acid and other micro nutrient levels (esp. in brain) 

 Identifying the underlying psycho-emotional root cause related to each reactive organ. 

There are many applications of the Meta-Health-Sync scan, including dental testing and the jaw, 

hormone balancing, allergy testing and food allergy elimination, detoxing from drug residues, testing 

for and eliminating neuro-toxins, determining and treating for microorganisms and stealth 

pathogens, eliminating infections, determining and treating underlying psycho-emotional issues and 

more. 

Treatment 

  The treatment will depend on the cause, and may include the following: 

1. Personalized detoxification routine 

2. Specific diet and lifestyle adjustments 

3. Supplementation 

4. Structural adjustments and treatment such as Physiotherapy 

5. Coaching, Psychological and emotional interventions such as EFT, Hypnotherapy, NLP etc 

The Meta-Health-Sync scan, is a simple safe, natural method of analysis of the body's structural, 

physical, mental, emotional and nutritional needs. Imbalances or deficiency in any of these areas 

could cause or contribute to various acute or chronic health problems.  

It is accurate and consistent…determining the underlying energy pattern, its form and origination 

through using a protocol that bypasses the conscious mind. It allows us to following a chain of The 

Meta-Health-Sync scan is pain free, non-invasive, and totally reliable and safe. 

 


